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--DIY--

Shutupayacymbals
As drummers switch from tiny pads to full-size kits,
there’s a growing move towards triggered acoustic
cymbals. But volume control remains a challenge.

TO DATE, THE options have been limited. Some DIYers have applied clear vinyl to
the underside of the cymbal. While this is an effective dampener, it is costly and
fiddly, as the vinyl must be cut to the shape of the cymbal and attached using
industrial-strength double-sided tape. Now, there is another option.

Cymgards were initially designed for silent home practice and to protect
cymbals from edge damage, but are finding their way into the e-drum world.
They are rubber edge protectors similar to e-drum rim protectors. They fit
onto and around a cymbal’s perimeter.
There are currently three versions: Standards, Lites (yellow label) and
a version for hi-hats.

The Standards are 2 cm wide, while the Lites are half the width, and
the difference, according to the maker, is the added protection
offered by the thicker rubber.
We tested both versions on an 18” crash/ride. The naked cymbal
registered around 90 dB under a controlled hit, and the thicker
rubber brought that down to around 78 dB. This compares to a
Roland CY 15R which came in at around 62 dB. The Lite version
was only marginally less effective than its thick sibling – at around
80 dB. The rubber edges were even more effective for full-force
strikes, really muffling the cymbal impact noise and resonance.

The Cymgards are relatively easy to fit, although the thicker version
takes a bit of stretching to apply. The Lite version is more elastic and
easier to stretch over the perimeter of the cymbal.

Unlike the vinyl solution, Cymgards are easy to remove if you ever
need to revert the cymbal back to acoustic.

Okay, so the rubber edging reduces cymbal noise to a dull ‘clack’, but
does it affect triggering? The short answer is no.

We applied a mono trigger box to the underside of our test cymbal using
double-sided tape and got excellent triggering with both versions of the
Cymgard. In fact, triggering was actually easier to dial in with the protective
rubber because it flattened the response curve. Unmuted cymbals produced
prolonged ringing and double-triggering which required some tweaking of both
the mask time and sensitivity, but less fiddling was required with the Cymgards
in place.

Cymgards are easy-to-fit and effective noise controllers for acoustic cymbals. For
the average e-drummer, the Lite version is more than adequate and there’s absolutely
no reason to spend more on the heavy-duty model ($16.95 vs $20.95 for the 18” model).
The hi-hat version currently comes only in the thicker Standard form ($19.95 per pair), but
for e-drums, there’s no reason to splurge on these. The Lites are available in standard hat
sizes, with a 14”, for example, selling for $13.95 – and that’s all you’ll need for e-hats.
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